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P12  SAWS and ACFTU Jointly Conduct Special Supervision of Labor Protection Products  
State Administration of Work Safety (SAWS) and All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) will conduct a six-month-long 
nationwide special Supervision of the availability, management and use of labor protection products in production and 
management units. The check and supervision will focus on all kinds of mines (including petroleum and natural gas 
exploration and coalmines), chemical industrial enterprises, architectural construction enterprises, metallurgy and 
manufactural enterprises. 

P12  Shanxi Explore Remunerative Use of Coal Resources
Shanxi, one of the most coal-rich provinces in China, is exploring to introducing a system of remunerative use of coal-mine 
exploitation rights, which will replace the existing state appropriation of coal resources gratis. It aims to orientate the 
coal-mine owners off from short-term exploitation, at the same time to enhance resource recovery rate, increase safety 
inputs, and establish a new model of coal resource management system which will integrate responsibility, rights and 



profits in it.    

P13  Shanghai Issue on Shorten or Stop Work Hours on High Temperature Days
On July 5 six Shanghai municipal governmental departments jointly issued to all the enterprises and institutions on 
adjusting or shortening work hours on high temperature days. The municipal departments included labor and security, safety 
supervision, health and food and pharmaceuticals supervision bureaus, as well as economic, construction and communications 
commissions. It informed all the enterprises and institutions that the high-temperature and outdoor operations industries 
must adjust or shorten work hours when temperature rises past 35 ℃. It added that the enterprises and institutions whose 
working environment cannot endure extremly-high temperature can stop the work and give breaks when the temperature pasts 38 
℃ except the important sectors which connect closely with people’s livelihood, city operation security and people’s 
subsistence needs.    

P28  The First National Work Safety and Technical Equipment Exhibition was Held in Beijing 
From July 14 thru 17, the first national work safety and technical equipment exhibition was held in Beijing with the theme 
of “people first and building a harmonious socialist society”. The high tech products make all the visitors find 
everything new and fresh . During the exhibition, the organizing committee sponsored the first China National Enterprise 
Work Safety High Level Forum. More than 400 experts and persons in charge of large enterprises had an exchange their views 
on key and hot issues in the safety areas. They enter into from the aspects of introducing more effective laws and 
regulations, further implementing responsibilities, promoting scientific and technological progress, increasing inputs and 
pushing safety and cultural development. 

P34  Infrastructure Industry Management must be Strengthened 
The 8th State Council Work Safety Committee liaison members meeting was held in Beijing on July 20. More than thirty 
ministries and commissions’ representatives attended the meeting, including the ministries of public security, 
communications, and construction, the commissions of development and reform, science and industry for national defense, and 
power regulation, the general administration of quality control and state administration of work safety. SAWS Minister Li 
Yizhong said that it is imperative to control of infrastructure industry management in the current safety works. He 
suggested the method that joint enforcent of laws which may be an effective measure to solve law enforcement problems.    

 

P52  Make Full Use of Existing Resources and Carry Out Effective Safety Education  
Qingdao Alkaline Stock Co., Ltd. was not the first to set up labor protection education room and exhibition room in China. 
But they have insisted for a long time of more than 18 years.. For eighteen years they have fully use the two rooms as 
major safety resources, and bringing magnificent results. By now the company has won the glorious municipal title of 
Outstanding Work Safety Unit for 15 consecutive years.   

Front Cover 
EPPE100---China Safety Industrial and Commercial Model   
On June 28 Shanghai Pudong Zhangjiang Power Port was a scene of bustling activity under the theme of safety – professional 
protection and the inauguration of EPPE100 safety protection port. EPPE100 adopted the sale of five services in one center, 
quite a brand new model in China in the area. The services integrated were chain sale, network real time sale, DM sale by 
post, professional logistic sale and round-the-clock emergency sale, meeting the needs of the users in a “one-stop” 
manner. During the ceremony representatives of Shanghai municipal quality and technical supervision bureau, the district 
and county work safety bureaus, industry associations concerned and well-known safety protection producers at home and 
abroad as well as large and medium-sized enterprises held a declaration signing ceremony to fight counterfeiting and 
protect quality livelihood. The aim was to initiate common boycott of counterfeit goods and set up a clean safety 
protection market environment. Present on the occasion were directors of SAWS Planning and S&T Department, China Safety 
Academy, Shanghai Municipal Safety Supervision Bureau and Shanghai Pudong New Area Economic and Trade Bureau.     
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